ACROSS
1  Youths
5  __ leaf; item on Canada’s flag
10 Float lightly in the breeze
14 Above
15 Bubbling away on the stove
16 Go __; depart
17 Feels ill
18 Department store employee
20 ...FDR, HST, __, JFK, LBJ...
21 “__-a-doodle-doo!”
22 Agassi of tennis
23 Grouchy fellow
25 Wildebeest
26 Says
28 Small cave
31 $1,000
32 Misrepresent
34 Crash into
36 Gray wolf
37 Summoned with a beeper
38 “Mona __”;
39 Actor Brynner
40 Scorch
41 Thick drinks
42 Place of worship
44 Exile
45 Grease
46 __ illegally; stolen
47 Love, in France
48 City in Nevada
49 Dollar bills
50 Sore as a __
51 Neon or helium
52 Additionally
53 Ladder rung
54 Filled pasta tubes in sauce
55 Framework of crossed bars
56 Rainbow __; lake fish
57 NBC rival
58 Observed
59 Light color
60 Military post
61 Be impudent
62 Fodder towers
63 Pigsty dinner

DOWN
1  __ down; overburden
2  Gung ho
3  Yummy
4  Fathers of Jrs.
5  Bricklayers
6  Taken __; surprised
7  Pres. James Knox __
8  Recline
9  Golfer Ernie __
10 Black __; state nut of Missouri
11 Floored
12 Actor Jamie __
13 Little child
14 Narrow boat
15 Jack or joker
16 Black __; state nut of Missouri
17 Floored
18 Actor Jamie __
19 Narrow boat
20 Filled pasta tubes in sauce
21 Jack or joker
22 Agassi of tennis
23 Grouchy fellow
24 City in Nevada
25 Framework of crossed bars
26 Hideous
27 Rainbow __; lake fish
28 Delight
29 Able to speak three languages
30 Conical kilns
31 Source of distress
32 Conical kilns
33 Edible with a fragile shell
34 Crash into
35 Prepare taters
36 Gray wolf
37 Aspirin, for one
38 Walkway
39 Actor Brynner
40 Scorch
41 Thick drinks
42 Place of worship
43 City in Nevada
44 Exile
45 Grease
46 __ illegally; stolen
47 Love, in France
48 City in Nevada
49 Dollar bills
50 Sore as a __
51 Neon or helium
52 Additionally
53 Ladder rung
54 Filled pasta tubes in sauce
55 Framework of crossed bars
56 Rainbow __; lake fish
57 NBC rival
58 Observed
59 Light color
60 Military post
61 Be impudent
62 Fodder towers
63 Pigsty dinner

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

CEDED  SLAM  MEWS
ATONE  COCA OMISSION
SCOTS  RATS NOSE
SHRIEKED  SYSTEM
CREW  TEETERS
DELETE  AISLE
AYE  SLEPT  PRANK
NEAR  SMALL  SPIN
ADDER  BREAD ELI
FILET  BISSET
SCHOLAR  NOSH
CLARET  CORRIDOR
ROTE  HEAR  UNDE
USES  EAST  PEAR
BEST  RUTH  TRYST

35 Prepare taters
37 Aspirin, for one
38 Walkway
40 Steeple
41 Create
43 Piles
44 Infants
46 Ballroom
dance
47 Highest cards
48 Poet Angelou
49 Dollar bills
50 Sore as a __
52 Additionally
53 Ladder rung
55 Pounds: abbr.
56 Luau garland
57 NBC rival